In this paper we describe a stochastic local search (SLS) procedure for finding models of satisfiable propositional formulae. This new algorithm, gNovelty + , draws on the features of two other WalkSAT family algorithms: AdaptNovelty + and G 2 WSAT, while also successfully employing a hybrid clause weighting heuristic based on the features of two dynamic local search (DLS) algorithms: PAWS and (R)SAPS. gNovelty + was a Gold Medal winner in the random category of the 2007 SAT competition. In this paper we present a detailed description of the algorithm and extend the SAT competition results via an empirical study of the effects of problem structure, parameter tuning and resolution preprocessors on the performance of gNovelty + . The study compares gNovelty + with three of the most representative WalkSAT-based solvers: AdaptG 2 WSAT0, G 2 WSAT and AdaptNovelty + , and two of the most representative DLS solvers: RSAPS and PAWS. Our new results augment the SAT competition results and show that gNovelty + is also highly competitive in the domain of solving structured satisfiability problems in comparison with other SLS techniques.
Introduction
The satisfiability (SAT) problem is one of the best known and well-studied problems in computer science, with many practical applications in domains such as theorem proving, hardware verification and planning. The techniques used to solve SAT problems can be divided into two main areas: complete search techniques based on the well-known Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) algorithm [3] and stochastic local search (SLS) techniques evolving out of Selman and Kautz's 1992 GSAT algorithm [18] . As for SLS techniques, there have been two successful but distinct avenues of development: the WalkSAT family of algorithms [14] and the various dynamic local search (DLS) clause weighting approaches (e.g. [15] ).
Since the early 1990s, the state-of-the-art in SAT solving has moved forward from only being able to solve problems containing hundreds of variables to the routine solution of problems with millions of variables. One of the key reasons for this success has been the keen competition between researchers and the public availability of the source code of the best techniques. Nowadays the SAT community organises regular competitions on large sets of benchmark problems and awards prizes to the best performing algorithms in different problem categories. In this paper we introduce the current 2007 SAT competition 1. Gold Medal winner in the satisfiable random problem category: gNovelty + .
gNovelty + evolved from a careful analysis of the SLS solvers that participated in the 2005 SAT competition and was initially designed only to compete on random SAT problems. It draws on the strengths of two WalkSAT variants which respectively came first and second in the random category of the 2005 SAT competition: R+AdaptNovelty + [1] and G 2 WSAT [12] . In addition, gNovelty + connects the two branches of SLS (WalkSAT and DLS) by effectively exploiting a hybrid clause weighting heuristic based on ideas taken from the two main approaches to clause weighting DLS algorithms: additive weighting (e.g. PAWS [21] ) and multiplicative weighting (e.g. (R)SAPS [11] ).
In the remainder of the paper we describe in more detail the techniques used in G 2 WSAT, R+AdaptNovelty + , PAWS and (R)SAPS before discussing the strengths and weaknesses of these solvers based on the results from the 2005 SAT competition and our own study. We then provide a full explanation of the execution of gNovelty + followed by an experimental evaluation on a range of random and structured problems. As the performance of gNovelty + on random problems is now a matter of public record, 2. this evaluation examines the performance of gNovelty + on a broad benchmark set of structured problems, testing the effects of parameter tuning and resolution preprocessing in comparison with a range of state-of-the-art SLS solvers. Finally, we present our conclusions and outline some directions for future research.
Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly describe and summarise the key techniques used in four SLS solvers that represent the state-of-the-art in the two main streams of SLS development: the WalkSAT family and clause weighting DLS solvers.
AdaptNovelty +
During the mid-1990s, Novelty [14] was considered to be one of the most competitive techniques in the WalkSAT family. Starting from a random truth assignment to the problem variables, Novelty repeatedly changes single variable assignments (i.e. it makes a flip move) until a solution is found. The cost of flipping a variable (i.e. flipping the assignment of that variable) is defined as the number of unsatisfied clauses after x is flipped. In more detail, at each search step Novelty greedily selects the best variable x from a random unsatisfied clause c such that flipping x leads to the minimal number of unsatisfied clauses. If there is more than one variable with the same flip cost, the least recently flipped variable will be selected. In addition, if x is the most recently flipped variable, then the second best variable from clause c will be selected with a fixed noise probability p. This flip selection procedure is outlined in lines 10-13 of Algorithm 1.
Although Novelty generally achieves better results than other WalkSAT variants introduced during its time [14] , due to its deterministic variable selection 3. it may loop indefinitely and fail to return a solution even where one exists [7, 12] . We refer the reader to [7] for an example instance that is satisfiable but for which Novelty is unable to find a solution regardless of the noise parameter setting. Hoos [7] solved this problem by adding a random walk behaviour (lines 7-9 in Algorithm 1) to the Novelty procedure. The resulting Novelty + algorithm randomly flips a variable from a randomised unsatisfied clause c with a walk probability wp and behaves exactly as Novelty otherwise.
Algorithm 1 AdaptNovelty + (F, wp=0.01) 1: randomly generate an assignment A; 2: while not timeout do 3:
if A satisfies F then 4:
return A as the solution; 5:
randomly select an unsatisfied clause c; 7:
if within a walking probability wp then 8:
randomly select a variable x in c; 9: else 10:
greedily select the best variable x in c, breaking ties by selecting the least recently flipped promising variable; 11: if x is the most recently flipped variable in c AND within a noise probability p then 12:
re-select x as the second best variable; 13:
end if 14:
end if 15: update A with the flipped value of x; 16:
adaptively adjust the noise probability p; 17:
end if 18: end while 19: return 'no solution found '; It was shown that the performance of every WalkSAT variant (including Novelty and Novelty + ) critically depends on the setting of the noise parameter p which, in turn, controls the level of greediness of the search [8, 14] . This means that without extensive empirical tuning, the average case performance of a WalkSAT algorithm is quite poor. Hoos [8] addressed this problem by proposing an adaptive version of WalkSAT that dynamically adjusts the noise value based on the automatic detection of search stagnation. This AdaptNovelty + version of Novelty + (outlined in Algorithm 1) starts with p = 0 (i.e. the solver is completely greedy in selecting the next move). If the search enters a stagnation stage (i.e. it encounters a local minimum where none of the considered moves yields fewer unsatisfied clauses than the current assignment), then the noise value is gradually increased to allow the selection of non-greedy moves that will allow the search to overcome its stagnation. Once the local minimum is escaped, the noise value is reduced to again make the search more greedy. Hoos [8] demonstrated experimentally that this adaptive noise mechanism is effective both with Novelty + and the other WalkSAT variants.
G 2 WSAT
More recently Li and Huang [12] proposed a new heuristic to solve the problem of determinism in Novelty (discussed in the previous section). Rather than using a Novelty + -type random walk [7] , they opted for a solution based on the timestamping of variables to make the selection process more diversified. The resulting Novelty ++ heuristic (lines 9-14 in Algorithm 2) selects the least recently flipped variable from a randomly selected clause c for the next move with a diversification probability dp, otherwise it performs as Novelty. Li and Huang [12] further improved Novelty ++ by combining the greedy heuristic in GSAT [18] with a variant of tabu search [6] as follows: during the search, all variables that, if flipped, do not strictly minimise the objective function are considered tabu (i.e. they cannot be selected for flipping during the greedy phase). Once a variable x is flipped, only those variables that become promising as a consequence of flipping x (i.e. that will strictly improve the objective function if flipped) will lose their tabu status and become available for greedy variable selection. The resulting G 2 WSAT solver (outlined in Algorithm 2) always selects the most promising non-tabu variable for the next move, if such variable is available. If there is more than one variable with the best score, G 2 WSAT selects the least recently flipped one, and if the search hits a local minimum, G 2 WSAT disregards the tabu list and performs as Novelty ++ until it escapes.
Algorithm 2 G 2 WSAT(F, dp, p) 1: randomly generate an assignment A; 2: while not timeout do 3:
return A as the solution; 5: else 6: if there exist promising variables then 7:
greedily select the most non-tabu promising variable x, breaking ties by selecting the least recently flipped promising variable; 8:
randomly select an unsatisfied clause c; 10:
if within a diversification probability dp then 11:
select 
(R)SAPS
As opposed to the previously discussed SLS algorithms (that use a count of unsatisfied clauses as the search objective function) DLS algorithms associate weights with clauses of a given formula and use the sum of weights of unsatisfied clauses as the objective function for the selection of the next move. Typically, clause weights are initialised to 1 and are dynamically adjusted during the search to help in avoiding or escaping local minima. Depending on how clause weights are updated, DLS solvers can be divided into two main categories: multiplicative weighting and additive weighting. Algorithm 3 sketches out the basics of the Scaling and Probabilistic Smoothing (SAPS) algorithm [11] , which is arguably the current best DLS solver in the multiplicative category. At each search step, SAPS greedily attempts to flip the most promising variable that strictly improves the weighted objective function. If no promising variable exists, SAPS randomly selects a variable for the next move with walk probability wp. Otherwise, with probability (1 − wp), SAPS multiplies the weights of all unsatisfied clauses by a factor α > 1 and consequently directs future search to traverse an assignment that will satisfy currently unsatisfied clauses. After updating weights, with smooth probability sp clause weights are probabilistically smoothed and reduced to the average clause weight by a factor ρ. This smoothing phase helps the search forget the earlier weighting decisions, as these past effects are generally no longer helpful to escape future local minima. SAPS has four parameters and its performance critically depends on finding the right settings for these parameters. Hutter, Tompkins & Hoos [11] attempted to dynamically adjust the value of the smooth probability sp using the same approach as AdaptNovelty + [7] , while holding the other three parameters (wp, α and ρ) fixed. Their experimental study showed that the new RSAPS solver can achieve similar and sometimes better results in comparison to SAPS [11] . However, the other parameters in RSAPS, especially ρ, still need to be manually tuned in order to achieve optimal performance [9, 20] .
PAWS
Recently, Thornton et al. [21] were the first to closely investigate the performance difference between additive and multiplicative weighting DLS solvers. Part of this study included the development of the Pure Additive Weighting Scheme (PAWS), which is now one of the best DLS algorithms in the additive weighting category. The basics of PAWS are outlined in Algorithm 4. Instead of performing a random walk when no promising variable exists as SAPS does, PAWS randomly selects and flips a flat-move variable with a fixed flatmove probability f p = 0.15. 4. Otherwise, with probability (1 − f p), the weights of all unsatisfied clauses are increased by 1. After a fixed number w inc of weight increases, PAWS deterministically reduces the weights of all weighted clauses by 1. The experimental results conducted in [21, 20] demonstrated the overall superiority of PAWS over SAPS for solving large and difficult problems. From Table 1 , it is clear that R+AdaptNovelty + was able to win the 2005 competition because of its superior performance on the large 5-sat and 7-sat instances. As the resolution preprocessor employed by R+AdaptNovelty + (and also R+PAWS) only operates on clauses of length ≤ 3 in the input and only adds resolvent clauses of length ≤ 3 to the problem, this competition winning performance must be credited to the AdaptNovelty + heuristic rather than to the effects of resolution.
The large 3-sat instance results in Table 1 clearly show that R+AdaptNovelty + was outperformed by G 2 WSAT and R+PAWS. As AdaptNovelty + limits its variable selection to a single randomly selected unsatisfied clause while G 2 WSAT and PAWS pick the most promising variable from all unsatisfied clauses, we conjectured that the superior performance of G 2 WSAT and R+PAWS on 3-sat was due to this more aggressive greediness.
However, when considering the SAT competition results we should bear in mind that each solver was only run once on each instance. This means that the random effects of different starting positions could have distorted the underlying average performance of each algorithm. In order to verify our observations, we therefore conducted our own experiments in which each solver was run 100 times per instance to minimise any starting position effects. We used the original AdaptNovelty + and PAWS algorithms 6. to eliminate any advantage these solvers may have obtained from the resolution preprocessor on the 3-sat instances. Figure 1 plots the head-to-head comparisons of these solvers on 12 3-sat instances, 12 5-sat instances and 10 7-sat instances randomly selected from the large benchmark set used in 5 . R+PAWS was ranked third in the first phase of the 2005 SAT competition. However, due to the competition rule that authors can have only one solver competing in the final phase, R+PAWS was withdrawn from the final phase of the competition as it was submitted by the same authors of R+AdaptNovelty + . 6. The winc parameter of PAWS in this experiment was set to 10 as it was in the competition. Table 2 .
These results confirm our conjectures that a more greedy heuristic (e.g. G 2 WSAT or PAWS) performs better on random 3-sat instances while a less greedy approach such as AdaptNovelty + is better on random 5-sat and 7-sat instances. The results also show that PAWS without resolution preprocessing outperforms G 2 WSAT on 3-sat instances. This result is consistent with the findings in [1] where resolution preprocessing was shown to harm the performance of local search solvers on random problems. The outstanding performance of PAWS further suggests that clause weighting provides useful guidance for random 3-SAT instances.
The Design of gNovelty +
Algorithm 5 gNovelty + (F, wp=0.01, sp, p)
1: initialise the weight of each clause to 1; 2: randomly generate an assignment A; 3: while not timeout do 4:
if A satisfies F then 5:
return A as the solution; 6:
randomly select a variable x that appears in an unsatisfied clause; 9:
else if there exist promising variables then 10:
greedily select a non-tabu promising variable x, breaking ties by selecting the least recently flipped promising variable; 11:
greedily select the most promising variable x from a random unsatisfied clause c, breaking ties by selecting the least recently flipped promising variable; 13:
if x is the most recently flipped variable in c AND within a noise probability p then 14:
re-select x as the second most promising On the basis of the preceding observations, we developed a new overall solver for random problems, called gNovelty + . We based this solver on G 2 WSAT as it provides a good framework for combining the strengths of the three solvers. We first replaced the Novelty ++ heuristic in G 2 WSAT with the AdaptNovelty + heuristic to enhance performance on the 5-sat and 7-sat instances. We then moved the random walk step inherited from AdaptNovelty + to the top of the solver to provide a better balance between diversification and greediness. Finally, we integrated the additive clause weighting scheme from PAWS into gNovelty + . We selected the additive scheme as it is computationally cheaper and provides better guidance than its multiplicative counterpart. As shown in Table 2 , RSAPS (which implements multiplicative weighting) performs significantly worse on random instances. However, we replaced the deterministic weight smoothing phase from PAWS with a linear version of the probabilistic weight smoothing phase from SAPS. This gave us more flexibility in controlling the greediness of gNovelty + which proved to be useful in our experimental study.
The basics of gNovelty + are sketched out in Algorithm 5. It starts with a full random assignment of values to all variables of the input problem and initialises all clause weights to one. At each search step, gNovelty + performs a random walk with a walk probability wp fixed to 0.01. 7. With probability (1 − wp), gNovelty + selects the most promising non-tabu variable that is also the least recently flipped, based on a weighted objective function that aims to minimise the sum of weights of all unsatisfied clauses. If no such promising variable exists, the next variable is selected using a heuristic based on AdaptNovelty that again uses the weighted objective function. After an AdaptNovelty step, gNovelty + increases the weights of all currently unsatisfied clauses by 1. At the same time, with a smoothing probability sp, gNovelty + will reduce the weight of all weighted clauses by 1. 8. It is also worth noting that gNovelty + initialises and updates its tabu list of promising variables in the same manner as G 2 WSAT with the following exception: all variables that become promising during the weight updating phase are removed from the tabu list. In addition, gNovelty + only uses the tabu list when doing greedy variable selection and disregards the list when it performs a random walk or an AdaptNovelty step.
We manually tuned the parameter sp of gNovelty + on the small random 3-sat, 5-sat and 7-sat instances by varying its value from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.1. It should be noted that setting sp = 0 will stop gNovelty + from performing its probabilistic weight smoothing phase, while setting sp = 1 will effectively turn off all gNovelty + 's clause weighting phases. It turned out that sp = 0.4 is the best setting for gNovelty + on the random 3-sat instances, while sp = 1 was the best setting for the random 5-sat and 7-sat instances. We therefore ran gNovelty + with these two sp settings on the 34 random problems reported in Figure 1 to evaluate its performance against its three predecessors. The detailed performance of these two versions are reported in Table 2 . The previously reported results of AdaptNovelty + , G 2 WSAT and PAWS are also included for comparison purposes. To give an idea of the relative performance of a multiplicative weighting algorithm, we included the results for RSAPS in Table 2 as well.
Overall these random problem results show that the performance of gNovelty + closely reflects the relative performance of the predecessor algorithms on which it is based. Firstly, on the 3-sat instances where PAWS dominates AdaptNovelty + and G 2 WSAT, it is also the case that gNovelty + with weight (sp = 0.4) dominates its counterpart gNovelty + without weight (sp = 1.0). Conversely, on the 5-sat and 7-sat results, where AdaptNovelty + strongly dominates G 2 WSAT and PAWS, the gNovelty + version without weight (sp = 1.0) performs significantly better than gNovelty + with weight (sp = 0.4).
In addition, if we compare the best version of gNovelty + against the best version of its predecessors (i.e. gNovelty + (sp = 0.4) versus PAWS on the 3-sat instances and gNovelty + (sp = 1.0) versus AdaptNovelty + on the 5-sat and 7-sat instances), the results show that gNovelty + is at least as good and often better than its counterparts when the problems become bigger and harder. More specifically, gNovelty + dominates all other solvers on the bigger 5-sat problems (k5-v600 and k5-v800 instances) and is dominant interchangeably with PAWS on the larger 3-sat k3-v6000 and k3-v8000 instances and AdaptNovelty + on the 7-sat k7-v140 and k7-v160 instances. The runtime distributions (RTDs) in Figure  2 further confirm that gNovelty + has achieved our goal of becoming the best overall solver across the three random problem categories.
7. Hoos [7] empirically showed that setting wp to 0.01 is enough to make an SLS solver become "probabilistically approximately complete". 8. A clause is weighted if its weight is greater than 1. Given the above results, we entered gNovelty + into the 2007 SAT competition and set it to automatically adjust the value of its parameter sp depending on the input problem size. If gNovelty + detects that the input formula is a random 3-sat instance, it will run with a smooth probability of sp = 0.4. Otherwise, it will reset sp back to 1.0. On this basis, gNovelty + was able to win the Gold Medal for the Random SAT category of the competition. 9. In the remainder of the paper, we focus on answering the question whether gNovelty + (an algorithm designed specifically for random problems) has a wider field of useful application. To answer this, we devised an extensive experimental study to test gNovelty + in comparison with other state-of-the-art SLS SAT solvers and across a range of benchmark structured problems.
Experimental Setup and Benchmark Sets
As the performance of gNovelty + in the SAT random category is already a matter of public record, 10 . we based our experimental study on a range of structured benchmark problems that have been used in previous SLS comparison studies. 11. Our problem test set comprises of four circuit synthesis formula problems (2bitadd 11, 2bitadd 12, 3bitadd 31 and 3bitadd 32), three all-interval series problems (ais10 to ais14), two blocksworld planning problems (bw large.c and bw large.d), four Beijing scheduling problems (enddr2-1, enddr2-8, ewddr2-1 and ewddr2-8), two "flat" graph colouring problems (flat200-med and flat200-har), four large DIMACS graph colouring problems (g125.17 to g250.29), two logistics planning problems (logistics.c and logistics.d), five 16-bit parity function learning problems (par16-1-c to par16-5-c), and five hard quasi-group problems (qg1-08 to qg7-13).
As gNovelty + combines the strengths of solvers from the WalkSAT series and DLS algorithms, for comparison purposes we selected algorithms from each of the four possible categories, i.e. manual WalkSAT (G 2 WSAT [12] ), adaptive WalkSAT (AdaptNovelty + [8] ), manual clause weighting (PAWS [20] ) and adaptive clause weighting (RSAPS [11] ). In addition, we included AdaptG 2 WSAT0 [13] , an adaptive version of G 2 WSAT, as it came second in the random SAT category of the 2007 SAT competition. It should be noted that these algorithms have consistently dominated other local search techniques in the recent 9 . http://www.satcompetition.org 10. See http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/SAT07/slides-contest07.pdf 11. See http://www.satlib.org SAT competitions (where the majority of modern SAT solvers developed by the research community have competed). We therefore consider them to be a fair representation of the state-of-the-art. While other SAT solvers have been developed that may also have proved competitive (e.g. commercial solvers), the lack of availability of their source code has precluded their inclusion in the current work.
For this experimental study, we manually tuned the parameters of PAWS, G 2 WSAT and gNovelty + to obtain optimal performance for each category of the problem set. 12. These settings are shown in Table 3 (note, only one parameter setting per algorithm was allowed for each of the eight problem categories). Here we not only manipulated the gNovelty + sp parameter but on some categories we also manually tuned the noise parameter of its Novelty component. For G 2 WSAT we used the optimal settings for the noise and dp parameters published in [12, 13] , and for PAWS we tuned the w inc parameter. Table 4 shows the results obtained after manually tuning gNovelty + , G 2 WSAT and PAWS in comparison to the default adaptive behaviour of AdaptNovelty + , AdaptG 2 WSAT0 and RSAPS. Here the results for the best performing algorithm on each problem are shown in bold, with all results reporting the mean and median of 100 runs of each algorithm on each instance (each run was timed out after 600 seconds). In order to have a fair comparison, we disabled the unit propagation preprocessor used in G 2 WSAT and AdaptG 2 WSAT0 in the two studies presented in this section. The results of all solvers in association with different preprocessors are discussed in later sections. A brief overview shows that gNovelty + has the best results for all bitadd, ais, bw large, e*ddr and logistics problems. In addition, it has the best results on the three hardest quasigroup problems (RSAPS won on two other instances) and is about equal with G 2 WSAT on the flat graph colouring problems. Of the other algorithms, PAWS is the best for the parity problems, G 2 WSAT is the best for the two harder large graph instances while PAWS and RSAPS each won on one easier instance. On this basis gNovelty + emerges as the best algorithm both in terms of the number of problems (19) and the number of problem classes (6) in which it dominates.
Structured Problem Results
An even clearer picture emerges when we look at the overall proportion of runs that completed within 600 seconds. Here, gNovelty + achieves a 99.90% success rate compared Figure 3 where the gNovelty + curve dominates over the entire time range. Overall, gNovelty + not only outperforms the other techniques in the greatest number of problem classes, it is within an order of magnitude of the best performing algorithms in all remaining cases. It is this robust average case performance (that gNovelty + also demonstrated in the SAT competition) that argues strongly for its usefulness as a general purpose solver. However, if such robust behaviour depends critically on manually tuned parameter settings then the case for gNovelty + must weaken. To evaluate this we tested gNovelty + on the same problem set with a default sp value of 0 (meaning clause weights are increased in each local minimum but never decreased) and with the noise parameter p adaptively adjusted during the search. 13 . These results and the results of the default parameter values for G 2 WSAT (dp = 0.05 and p = 0.5) and PAWS (w inc = 10) are shown in Table 5 . To give an idea of the relative performance of these default setting algorithms against the other three adaptive ones, the results of AdaptNovelty + , AdaptG 2 WSAT0 and RSAPS from Table 4 are also reported again in Table 5 .
In this second comparison, gNovelty + remains the champion both in terms of the number of problem classes (bitadd, ais, bw large, e*ddr, logistics and qg) and the number of instances (19) . Table 5 also shows that the performance of gNovelty + , G 2 WSAT and PAWS (especially the later two) is substantially reduced without parameter tuning, with AdaptG 2 WSAT0 taking over from PAWS as the winner on all parity problems and beating G 2 WSAT on the two harder large graph instances. AdaptNovelty + further dominates on the other large graph instances previously won by PAWS. Consequently, AdaptG 2 WSAT0 now has the best overall success rate of 88.90% followed by AdaptNovelty + at 88.32%, the default valued gNovelty + at 82.23%, RSAPS at (72.06%), with G 2 WSAT (70.68%) and PAWS (52.32%) coming last (this is also illustrated in the RTDs in Figure 3 ). Looking in more detail, we can see that the main negative impact of a fixed parameter on gNovelty + has come from its failure on the parity problems. Similarly, AdaptG 2 WSAT0 and AdaptNovelty + fail mainly on the quasi-group problems. If we put these two data sets aside, then the default gNovelty + shows a clear advantage over AdaptG 2 WSAT0 and AdaptNovelty + , dominating on five of the remaining seven problem classes.
Although gNovelty
+ 's noise parameter was also adjusted in Table 3 , performance was not greatly improved, with the main benefits coming from adjusting sp. 
Results with Pre-processing Enhancement
Although preprocessing has a generally negative effect on SLS solvers when solving random problems, it is now well understood that it can produce significant benefits on structured problems [16] . For this reason we decided to test the effects of the two most promising techniques, HyPre [2] and SatELite [5] , on the performance of gNovelty + and its competitors. We also included a simple UnitProp preprocessor as it is cheaper to compute and has been used by G 2 WSAT and AdaptG 2 WSAT0. In detail, these preprocessors simplify an input formula before passing the reduced formula to a particular solver as follows:
UnitProp simply applies the well-known unit propagation procedure [17] to the input formula until saturation.
HyPre [2] focuses on reasoning with binary clauses by implementing the HypBinRes procedure, a restricted version of hyper-resolution [17] that only runs on binary clauses. It also uses the implication graph concept and the HypBinRes rule to infer new binary clauses and avoid the space explosion of computing a full transitive closure. In addition, HyPre incrementally applies unit and equality reductions to infer more binary clauses and hence improve its performance.
SatELite [5] uses the (self-)subsumption rule and information about functionally dependent variables to further improve the simplification power of the Variable Elimination Resolution (VER) procedure [4] (a process to eliminate a variable x by replacing all clauses containing x andx with their resolvents). Like its predecessor, NiVER [19] , SatELite implements the VER process only if there is no increase in the number of literals after variable elimination.
We combined the three preprocessors with each of the default-valued algorithms reported in the previous section, and tested these combinations on all problems that were able to be simplified by a particular preprocessor. These results are summarised in the following sections. Each combination was run 100 times on each instance and each run was timed out after 600 seconds. Table 6 . Default parameter setting results on structured problems preprocessed with UnitPropagation preprocessor: median mean . Best results are marked with ⋆ and flip counts are reported in thousands. On problems where a solver was timed out for some runs, we report the percentage of success of that solver instead of its CPU time and flip count. The time taken to preprocess a problem instance is included in the CPU time of each solver. Results on the problems where the preprocessor makes no change to the CNF formulae are omitted. The results in Table 6 show that UnitProp only had an effect on the e*ddr and qg problems and that gNovelty + remains the dominant algorithm on these simplified instances. Specifically, gNovelty + had the best time performance on all 4 of the e*ddr problems and 2 of the 5 qg problems, with AdaptG 2 WSAT0 and PAWS dominating on the remaining qg problems.
Results on UnitProp-simplified Problems
UnitProp had a beneficial effect for all algorithms on these problems (compared to the non-preprocessed results of Table 5 and graphed in Figure 4) , producing significant improvements for AdaptNovelty + and the G 2 WSAT algorithms on the e*ddr problems and across the board improvements on the qg problems. Overall, the benefits of UnitProp for gNovelty + are less dramatic than for other techniques. However, this can be explained by the fact that gNovelty + was already doing well on these problems (without preprocessing), and that margin for improvement was consequently smaller. Table 7 shows that HyPre was able to simplify all the problems in our test set with the exception of the two flat graph colouring problems. Again gNovelty + remains dominant, having the best performance on all the bitadd, ais, bw large, e*ddr and logistics problems and 2 of the 5 qg problems. Of the other algorithms, AdaptG 2 WSAT0 remained dominant on all the parity and 2 of the 4 large graph colouring problems, while improving over its non-preprocessed performance to win on 2 of the qg problems. Finally, AdaptNovelty + also improved over its non-preprocessed performance to win on 2 large graph colouring problems and PAWS improved to win on qg5-11.
Results on HyPre-simplified Problems
As with UnitProp, the HyPre simplified formulae have been generally easier to solve than the original problems. However, the overhead of HyPre has outweighed these benefits on those problems that can already be solved relatively quickly without preprocessing. For example, the small improvements in the number of flips for gNovelty + on the e*ddr problems has been obtained at the cost of a more than 10 times increase in execution time (see Table  5 and the comparative graphs in Figure 4 ).
Results on SatELite-simplified Problems
The SatELite results in Table 8 show a similar pattern to the HyPre results, with gNovelty + dominating the bitadd, ais, bw large, e*ddr and logistics problems and 3 of the 5 qg problems. This time, however, AdaptNovelty + clearly dominated the parity problems (achieving the best results of all the methods and preprocessing combinations tried on this problem class) and further dominated on 3 of the 4 large graph colouring problems and 1 of the flat graph colouring problems. This made AdaptNovelty + the second best performing SatEliteenhanced algorithm (behind gNovelty + ).
SatELite had the widest range of application of the three preprocessing techniques and was able to simplify all 31 problem instances. However, like HyPre, despite generally improving the flip rates of most algorithms on most problems, the overhead of using SatELite caused a deterioration in time performance on many instances. This is shown more clearly in Figure 4 where SatELite consistently appears as one of the worse options for any algorithm on the bitadd and large graph (g) problems. The time taken to preprocess a problem instance is included in the CPU time of each solver. On problems where a solver was timed out for some runs, we report the percentage of success of that solver instead of its CPU time and flip count. Results on the problems where the preprocessor makes no change to the CNF formulae are omitted. 
Evaluation of Preprocessing
Overall it is not immediately clear whether preprocessing is a useful general purpose addition for our algorithms. Of the three techniques, only UnitProp has a consistently positive effect, even though this is limited to two problem classes (e*ddr and qg). Although both SatELite and HyPre have positive effects on certain problems for certain algorithms, neither of them is able to provide an overall improvement for all tested solvers across the whole benchmark set. For instance, HyPre is generally helpful on the qg problems and SatELite is helpful on the flat graph colouring problems. But arrayed against these gains are the unpredictable The time taken to preprocess a problem instance is included in the CPU time of each solver. On problems where a solver was timed out for some runs, we report the percentage of success of that solver instead of its CPU time and flip count. bitadd ais bw e*ddr flat g log par16 qg bitadd ais bw e*ddr flat g log par16 qg bitadd ais bw e*ddr flat g log par16 qg bitadd ais bw e*ddr flat g log par16 qg 
Discussion and Conclusions
The experimental evidence of this paper and the 2007 SAT competition demonstrates that gNovelty + is a highly competitive algorithm for random SAT problems. In addition, these results show that gNovelty + , with parameter tuning, can dominate several of the previously best performing SLS algorithms on a range of structured problems. If parameter tuning is ruled out (as it would be in most real-world problem scenarios), then gNovelty + still performs well, and only lost to its closest rival, AdaptG 2 WSAT0, on one structured problem class.
Once again, as with PAWS and SAPS, the addition of a clause weighting heuristic to gNovelty + has required the addition of a sensitive weight decay parameter to get competitive results. Nevertheless, the situation with gNovelty + 's parameter does differ from SAPS and PAWS in that highly competitive performance can be obtained from a relatively small set of parameter values (i.e. 0.0, 0.1, 0.4 and 1.0). In contrast, SAPS and PAWS require much finer distinctions in parameter values to get even acceptable results [20] . This smaller set of values means that the process of tuning the smoothing parameter sp of gNovelty + is considerably simpler than for other clause weight techniques. More importantly, the robust behaviour of gNovelty + indicates that it may be easier to devise an automatic adapting mechanism for sp. To date, procedures for automatically adapting weight decay parameters have not produced the fastest algorithms. 14. In future work, it therefore appears promising to try and develop a simple heuristic that will effectively adapt sp in the structured problem domain.
Finally we examined the effects of preprocessing on the performance of the algorithms used in the study. Here we found that two of the best known modern preprocessing techniques (HyPre and SatELite) produced mixed results and had an overall negative impact on execution time across the whole problem set. These results appear to go against other work in [16] that found HyPre and SatELite to be generally beneficial for local search on SAT. However, in the current study many of the problems were solved quickly relative to the overhead of using the more complex preprocessors. If we only consider flip rates then HyPre and SatELite did show a generally positive effect. This means that for problems where execution times become large relative to the overhead of preprocessing, we would expect both HyPre and SatELite to show greater improvements. Nevertheless, within the confines of the current study, the simpler UnitProp preprocessing method (in conjunction with gNovelty + ) had the best overall results: even though UnitProp only had positive effects on two problem classes this was balanced by the fact that its overhead on other problems was relatively insignificant.
In conclusion, we have introduced gNovelty + , a new hybrid SLS solver that won the random SAT category in the 2007 SAT competition. We have extended the SAT results and shown that gNovelty + is also effective in solving structured SAT problems. In fact, gNovelty + has not only outperformed five of the strongest current SLS SAT solvers, it has also demonstrated significant robustness in solving a wide range of diverse problems. In achieving this performance, we have highlighted gNovelty + 's partial dependence on the setting of its sp smoothing parameter. This leads us to recommend that future work should concentrate on the automatic adaptation of this parameter.
